
UNDERLINING

STRUCTURE

COVER

SOYA&ALOE

A customized choice
 Sleep on the side    Sleep supine (on the back)    Sleep prone (on the stomach)    

 Wants a hypo-allergenic pillow    

 Wants a pillow with different heights, allowing to adjust neck tension    

 Wants an entirely washable pillow

Pillow
height

14

DELICATO SOYA & ALOE 
with PCM / 3D V.S. underlining
Bodyform Soya & Aloe with Freezefoam pillow with removable cover

ERGONOMICITY

TERMO-REGULATION / AIR PERMEABILITY

SUPPORT LEVEL

low medium-low medium medium-high high

low medium-low medium medium-high high

low medium-low medium medium-high high

The schoeller®-PCM™ 
underlining guarantees 
an optimal and comfortable 
temperature to rest.

The underlining with 3D V.S. 
fabric improves the airflow 
thanks to its non-compressible 
air gap.

Bodyform® Soya & Aloe 
is an innovative viscoelastic 
foam, both heat-sensitive
and self-shaping.

Freezefoam® Gel Inside
Traspiring and refreshing 
It’s a foam mixed with gel 
micro-particles, able to 
improve ventilation and create 
a feeling of coolness.

T R A S P I R I N G  A N D  R E F R E S H I N G

G E L  I N S I D E
FOAM

Bodyform®  
Soya & Aloe 
Bodyform® Soya  
& Aloe lenticular core 
with Freezefoam® 
Gel Inside component  
and patterned  
pinholes.

Freezefoam® Gel 
Inside -Traspiring  
and refreshing  
Foam component 
with gel microcapsules 
inside.

schoeller®-PCM™   
One side of the 
underlining with 
“smart” schoeller®-
PCM™ for active 
compensation
of temperature.

3D V.S. fabric  
One side of the 
underlining with 3D 
Ventilation System 
fabric with 
non-compressible 
air gap.

Cotton blend fabric 
Dri-release™ cover 
in double elastic fabric 
with patented 
co-polymeric yarn, 
mixed with cotton. 
Freshguard™ 
anti-smell treatment.

Removable  
cover 
The removable cover, 
thanks to a sturdy 
zipper, can be washed 
and allows to  
better ventilate  
the pillow.

Washable at 95° C  
The cover can be 
washed in water
at 95° C. 

Dry-clean  
The cover can be dry 
cleaned.

the PCM is liquefied
and accumulates heat.

the PCM is solidified
and releases accumulated heat.
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